Comfortable, luminous and dynamic, the Hemera is a mix
of a “coupe” and a break. Elegant, refined, with its dazzling
design and distinct urban style, the Hemera features a
spacious open interior, accentuated by its unique glass
bubble, creating a new driving experience. Discreet luxury
and authentic emotions, the aesthetics truly dynamic
of the Hemera makes it the perfect car for whom
driving rhymes with pleasure.

HEMERA

ENGINE
Engine position: transverse mid engine
Number of cylinders: 4 aligned
Cubic capacity (bore x stroke):
1 598 cm3 (77 x 85,8 mm)
Number of valves: 16, twin overhead
camshaft, BMW Valvetronic
Power Supply: multi-port direct
injection, turbocharged

Maximum power: 135 Kw (184 ch DIN)
from 5 400 to 6 450 rpm
Maximum torque: 240 Nm (24,4 mkg)
from 1 600 to 5 000 rpm, 260 Nm
in over-boost during 10 sec between
1 730 and 4 500 rpm
Compression level: 10.5: 1
Depollution system: 3-way catalytic
converter
FRAME / STEERING
Front axle: McPherson system,
with lower triangulated arm,
transversal sway bar
Rear axle: McPherson system,
lower multi-arms

TRANSMISSION
Gear box: manual, 6 gears + reverse

Brakes: 4 ventilated discs
Wheels: 7 x 17 alloy wheels
Tires size: 205/40 ZR 17
Steering: pinion steering
Turning circles between curbs: 9,40 M

WEIGHT, VOLUMES AND DIMENSIONS
Kerb weight: 1 012 Kg
Fuel tank capacity: 42 liters
Trunk capacity: 240 dm3
Length: 3 735 mm
Width: 1 735 mm
Height: 1 307 mm
Wheelbase: 2 261 mm
Front and Rear Track: 1 440/1 430 mm

PERFORMANCE AND CONSUMPTION
Maximum Speed on Track:
225 Km/h max.
Fuel consumption: in liters
(Unleaded 95RON), urban/extra urban/
combined drive cycle: 10,4/5,9/7,6
CO2 Emission: 175 g/km

5 different rims

PGO Automobiles gives you the
opportunity to choose any model
and to tailor it to your specifications,
making your car more personal
and unique.

PGO Automobiles offers a wide range
of colors: 15 different body colors,
6 different colors for the soft top, 3 colors
for the Hemera hood, 10 different colors
of leather with 4 possible textures,
same colors offered for the stitching,
3 different seating trims, 4 different
carpet colors, 5 different rims…

IT’S NOT ABOUT
A CAR, IT’S ABOUT
YOUR CAR…

3 colors for the Hemera hood

6 different alpaca colors

15 different body colors

10 different colors of leather

6 different colors for the soft top

4 different carpet colors

3 special leathers

2001 First Steps
The establishment of PGO Automobiles
on a production site of almost 18,000 m²,
near the Pôle Mécanique d’Alès in the
Gard department (South of France),
was the starting point for the technical
development of the Speedster II and for
the boom that PGO Automobiles has
known in just a few years.

2000 First appearance, first fascination
PGO Automobiles reveals at the
Paris Motor Show, the prototype of a
completely new car: The Speedster II.
This roadster completely marks the
determination of the brand to offer its
customers a car with a neo-retro design
allowing modern features in terms
of design, engine and architecture.
PGO Automobiles became a full-fledged
car manufacturer.

PGO Automobiles started its journey a little
over twenty years with, in the driver’s seat,
two Car enthusiasts whose initials gave
the name to the brand: Prévôt Gilles
and Olivier. At the time, the activity was
turned towards the production of car replicas.
Until the 9Os, production was on a small
scale.

OUR HISTORY

2006 A real jewel
For its 4th World Motor Show,
PGO Automobiles presents its

2005 Brand new project
Strong from the success of Speedster II,
the brand decides to widen its range
of production and the first deliveries
of the Cevennes, with a more sporty
and modern body, take place.

2004 First flashes
Saluted by the press at the time
for its technical qualities as much as
for its aesthetics, the Speedster II was
selected the same year to illustrate
the official poster of the 15th Coupe &
Cabriolet Motor Show.

2003 On the road
The Speedster II is homologated and
the first deliveries can begin.

2002 The Start
In order to consolidate its development,
the enterprise calls upon public
investment. In February, the company
became listed in the Open Market
at the Paris Stock Exchange.
Thus, the Engineering and Design
departments and the Production
workshop worked hand in hand to bring
the Speedster II to life.

2010 Bringing it to the Capital
The manufacturer opens his Paris
showroom which is located in Neuilly
sur Seine, close to Porte Maillot.
With a 130 square meters, it offers
a space dedicated to the world of
PGO Automobiles.

2009 Europe
This year sees the star of production
and release of the Hemera.
The entire range benefits from
the European Small Series Approval
(Directive 2007/46/EC), the sales
territory expands naturally and
automatically to all 27 countries
of the European Union.

2008 A new bid
Combining the French traditional
craftsmanship with the latest
technology, PGO Automobiles presents
its latest model at the World Motor
Show of Paris: the Hemera. Comfortable,
bright and vibrant, this “coupe” maintains
all the elegance of PGO that obtains
ISO 9001 certification in May.

2007 Expanding
PGO Automobiles decides to go
worldwide as its vehicles correspond
to an international client base eager
for distinctive and truly extraordinary
products.

automotive jewel: the Beauty, born from
a brilliant collaboration with Swarovski.

2012 “Rendez-vous”…
PGO Automobiles looks forward
to seeing you on our stand, September
29th 2012, at Porte de Versailles
for the World Motor Show… Combining,
as always, as much pleasure, innovation
and originality.

2012 Power
PGO Automobiles and the BMW Group
have signed on February 29th a contract
for engine supply. This contract made
between the French manufacturer
and the prestigious German brand
allows PGO Automobiles to benefit from
leading technologies in terms of engine.
The arrival of an engine from BMW
allows our models to be even more
efficient, more attractive and, more
innovative but also energy-saving and
more eco-friendly.

2011 Passion
Enthusiast owners of PGO cars decide
to create the club “PGO Passion”.
Members of this club are passionate
PGO owners who wish to develop
a community about sharing a world
of exchanges, encounters and travels.
Since then, many organized events
are taking place uniting pleasure and
passion.

